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Abstract
The study purpose is to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on the word problem solving skills of elementary level students in mathematics. Following were the objectives of the study (i) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on addition word problems-solving skills; (ii) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on subtraction word problems solving skills; (iii) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on multiplication word problems solving skills; (iv) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on division word problems solving skills. The null hypotheses were designed to test the objectives as (i) there is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on addition word problem solving skills; (ii) there is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on subtraction word problem solving skills; (iii) there is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on multiplication word problem solving skills; (iv) there is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on division word problem solving skills. The nature of the study was experimental. Pre-test and post-test equivalent group design was used as a tool for data collection in this study. Sample of the study was 40 students (Male & Female) of Government Primary School No.2 Bab-e-Jadeed District Nowshera, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The sample students were divided on the basis of pretest scores by applying paired random technique in to experimental group and control group. Data were analyzed by mean, SD and t-test. It was concluded that the concepts of Bar Model Visualization Technique had significant effect on addition word problems and subtraction word problems but it has not significant effect on
multiplication word problems neither division word problems. The results of the study show that Bar Model Visualization Technique had significant effect on Mathematical word problem solving skills and also the learner take interest in the subject. It provides alternative method for teacher to teach mathematics subject.
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**Introduction**
Mathematics is defined as a figurative language that enables its learners to communicate the ideas related to the element of quantity and to think about the record (Lerner & Johns, 2009). Mathematics includes data handling, dealing with numbers, counting, geometry, measurement, and even more difficult activities, which make this subject a complex one (Dowker, 2004).

In Pakistan, the national curriculum for the subject of mathematics declares this subject as a compulsory subject from primary to secondary level. In our country, it is a difficult task for most of the students to learn mathematics. Curriculum of Mathematics, in our country comprises a distinctive kind of knowledge that requires a specific mind frame, positive attitude and continuous struggle on part of the learners (Government of Pakistan, 2006).

According to Skovsmose (2013) the view point of educating learners in mathematics can be taken as narrowly and widely. Assumed the philosophy narrowly in some of the tasks of mathematics is considered as its aim. So it can be said that in this sense of mathematical philosophy i.e narrow sense, the concern of education aims besides the way of its teaching. However, the objectives, goals, aims and purposes, to teach mathematics is not an easy task, individuals or social groups are involved in it, which make it a complex one. According to Ali (2011) these mathematical standards included in the national curriculum are not present in subject of mathematics, which enable the leaners to utilize mathematical knowledge for the dire demand to live in a society surrounded by technology.

Jan and Rodrigues (2012) added that problem solving is one of the critical mechanisms in mathematics at all levels and in all mathematical activities in education. Almost all the learners of mathematics around the globe consider this word problem as a boring task and they feel difficulty in solving such questions. At elementary level Mathematics, Science, English, Urdu are the important subjects and Mathematics is most important subject among them but students find it difficult to solve numbers, algebra and geometry. The curriculum for the subject of mathematics should be offered in multiple ways in order to make the teaching of mathematics understanding and interesting. These multiple ways may include virtual (dynamic electronic) representation, pictorial (static visual) representation and physical (concrete) representations. Such representations can be used by mathematics educators for manipulative purposes to enhance the abstract contents or symbolic contents to model the concepts of mathematics. He further cited that in the late 1800s, it was used for the first time in mathematics education formally, the learners of mathematics and educators used concrete manipulative in those old days, but in the modern classroom the use of pictorial and virtual manipulative is in practice for teaching of mathematics (Cope, 2015).

**Related Researches**
Bar Model is particular model that provides itself well to the concept of equality. “In the subject of mathematics, the bar model indicates to a long or short size strip on which different scales are represented at the same time, by the use of bar mode, a quantity of amount can be conveyed through a different quantity or amount”. Three types of bad models are widely in
practice: the first on in them is part-part-whole, the second type of bar model is comparing, and the third type of bar model is multiplication or division (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2003).

According to Azizah, Rohani and Mokhtar (2010) one of the important aspects of mathematics is word problem solving. It joins day to day and real life problems and applications.

The difficulties felt by the students in problem-solving can be easily tackled by the means of numerous activities and strategies. Of among those strategies is the use of bar model strategy, which is suitable enough for the learners to enhance their way of understanding, related to questions like word problem-solving. Bar model was introduced in Singapore Education. This strategy in teaching of mathematics is one of the visualization ways of learning. Problem-solving skills enable the learners of mathematics to be more independent in solving the problems (Vula & Kurshumlia, 2015).

Bar model strategy enable the learners to be more constructive their own knowledge. Bar Model strategy is a strategy that promotes understanding of the learners regarding problem-solving questions. Piaget's constructivist theory has a close relation with the strategy of bar model, which enable the school leaners to build their personal knowledge by know-how. Bar Model fosters critical thinking in students as it works on visual approach. Learners can extract information regarding any question and relationship between the bar and information given by drawing the rectangular bar (Hofer, 2015).

The visualization happening the mind's of the learners can be transported by the means of the bar model more effortlessly, simply, naturally and smoothly as compare to symbols (Fong Ng & Lee, 2009).

Sherman and Bisanz (2009) found that the learners were well able to express their thinking and overcome a much comfortable knowledge of equality, when they were provided a problem without symbolic contexts. Possibly the learners may show more improvement and they may enjoy the problem solving if bar model is used.

**Statement of the Problem**

Bar Model is an effective technique for students to learn Mathematics. The purpose of this study is to practice this technique for primary level students. The study was aimed at investigating the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on the word problem solving skills of elementary level students in the subject of mathematics.

**Objectives**

The research study aimed at:

- To investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on addition word problem solving skills.
- To investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on subtraction word problem solving skills.
- To investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on multiplication word problem solving skills.
- To investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on division word problem solving skills.

**Hypotheses**

The hypotheses were as:

H0:1. There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on addition word
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problem solving skills.
H₀₂: There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on subtraction word problem solving skills.
H₀₃: There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on multiplication word problem solving skills.
H₀₄: There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on division word problem solving skills.
H₀₅: There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s mathematical word problem solving skills.

Method and procedure
Population
Population of the study was comprised of all Government Primary Schools district Nowshera Grade-V students studying Math.

Sample
For the conduction of experiment Government Primary School No.2 Bab-e-jadeed Tehsil Pabbi District Nowshera was selected. Forty students of Grade-V were selected as sample of the study. These forty students were divided in two groups on the basis of pretest by paired random sampling technique. There were 15 male and 5 female students in each group.

Research Design
The research was experimental. The participants were distributed in two groups: experimental and control. The pretest-posttest equivalent group design was used to measure the effectiveness of treatment that involved two equivalent groups, the following was the symbolic representation of research design (Farooq & Tabassum, 2017).

Rₑ = O₁ T O₂
Rᶜ = O₃ O₄

dRₑ = O₂ - O₁

dRᶜ = O₄ - O₃

D = d Rₑ - d Rᶜ

Where,
Rₑ = Randomly Selected Experimental Group
Rᶜ = Randomly Selected Control Group
O₁ & O₃ = observation of pre test
O₂ & O₄ = observation of Post-tests
T = Treatment (teaching by experiential learning model)
d = difference between mean scores of Pre-test and Post-test

Research Instrument
Data was collected by the following tool.
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Pretest and Posttest
The researcher developed tests (pretest and posttest). Both tests were developed on the basis of the lesson plan objectives as well as study objectives.

Treatment
Teacher developed lesson plans for delivering the lecture. Control group were taught with lecture demonstration method. While experimental group were taught with Bar model visualization technique which include book, chalk/marker, blackboard or whiteboard, flash cards and Bar models (developed from packing foam and drawing on charts).
Three chapters Numbers and Arithmetic Operations, Unitary Method and Fractions were taught to the Grade-V students by two different teachers, one teacher for control and other one for experimental group.

Procedure
The researcher for the research study subjects developed sixteen sets of lesson plans. Duration of the study was six weeks. Each class lasted thirty-five minutes in duration. The subject students were introduced to mathematical words question and teacher converted a problem from words into an internal representation. During this stage actions were also taken to move to an external representation from the internal representation. For instance, a diagram was drawn by the teachers related to the elements of the problem on black/white board and also presented charts and models (made of packing foam/ clipboard). These diagrams were rectangular in shape. Different strategies (operations) were applied in order to achieve the desired numerical solution. Groups were formed and blocks were distributed among them. Different sizes of blocks (models) were used. Students practiced independently to solve words problem questions using bar models.

The Part Whole Method
Part Whole Method is also called as the ‘part part whole’ method. In this method, bar models are used for representation of the known and unknown quantities as parts of a whole. It helps the learners of mathematics to represent the very common ‘missing number’ problems. This can be done in two ways.

Data Collection
Pre-test was given to the sample student of the study in order to divide them into two equal groups based on their pre-test scores using paired random sampling technique. Three chapters were taught to the experimental group through experiential learning, whereas the control group was taught using the traditional (lecture demonstration) method. The treatment was continued for a total of six weeks. The post-test was given after the six-week treatment to assess the effectiveness of the treatment. The data was collected by instructors (research assistants) using a test (posttest) which was delivered to the sample learners.

Data Analysis and Findings
To analyze the data mean, standard deviation and T-test were used. The mean scores were used to determine the overall performance of the groups, and the t-test was used to conclude whether there was significant difference in pretest and posttest scores between the experimental and control groups.

H01. There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on addition word problem solving skills.
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Table 1 Significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on addition word problem solving skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Experimental</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.109</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Experimental</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degree of freedom=19, Significance level = 0.05, Table Value =2.093

Table 1 indicates that the calculated t-value was 8.109 which were significant at significance level (0.05) because calculated t-value (8.109) was greater than table (critical) value (2.093); hence the null hypothesis is rejected. On the basis of pre-test and post-test results, mean and SD showed the significant difference between pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. The table value shows that the experiential learning is significantly better than traditional learning. It means that there was significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s addition word problem solving skills.

H02 There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on subtraction word problem solving skills.

Table 2 Significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on subtraction word problem solving skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Experimental</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>1.734</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Experimental</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>1.292</td>
<td>1.671</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degree of freedom=19, Significance level = 0.05, Table Value =2.093

Table 2 indicates that the calculated t-value was 2.269 which were significant at significance level (0.05) because calculated t-value (2.269) was greater than table (critical) value (2.093); hence the null hypothesis is rejected. On the basis of pre-test and post-test results, mean and SD showed the significant difference between pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. The table value shows that the experiential learning is significantly better than traditional learning. It means that there was significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s subtraction word problem solving skills.

H03 There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on multiplication word problem solving skills.

Table 3 Significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on multiplication word problem solving skills
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Table 3 indicates that the calculated t-value was 0.971 which were significant at significance level (0.05) because calculated t-value (0.971) was lesser than table (critical) value (2.039); hence the null hypothesis was accepted. On the basis of post-test result, SD shows that both the male and female students of experimental groups were not significantly different after treatment. It means that there was no significance effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s multiplication word problem solving skills.

H$_0$4. There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on division word problem solving skills.

Table 4 Significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on division word problem solving skills

Table 4 indicates that the calculated t-value was 0.690 which were significant at significance level (0.05) because calculated t-value (0.690) was lesser than table (critical) value (2.039); hence the null hypothesis was accepted. On the basis of post-test result, mean and SD shows that both the male and female students of experimental groups were not significantly different after treatment. It means that there was no significance effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s division word problem solving skills.

H$_0$5. There is no significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s mathematical word problem solving skills.

Table 5 Significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s mathematical word problem solving skills
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### Degree of freedom=19, Significance level = 0.05, Table Value =2.093

Table 5 indicates that the calculated t-value was 5.375 which were significant at significance level (0.05) because calculated t-value (5.375) was greater than table (critical) value (2.093); hence the null hypothesis was rejected. On the basis of pre-test and post-test results, mean and SD showed the significant difference between pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. The table value shows that the experiential learning is significantly better than traditional learning. It means that there was significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student’s mathematical word problem solving skills.

### Discussion

This study was undertaken to analyze the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on mathematical word problem solving skills of Grade-V students in mathematics. Following were objectives of the study (1) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on addition word problem solving skills, (ii) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on subtraction word problem solving skills (iii) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on multiplication word problem solving skills (iv) to investigate the effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on division word problem solving skills. A total of 40 students studying in primary school were taken randomly as the sample of the study. A Pretest Posttest equivalent group design was used in the study. Teacher made test that were developed for collection of data. To analyze the collected data statistical techniques mean, standard deviation and t-test were used. The study was significant for students, teachers, curriculum developers and future researchers.

On the basis of findings of post-test score, the t-value (8.109) rejected null hypothesis and t-value showed that there was a significant difference between the mean scores of pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. Therefore, the mean score (7.65) of post-experimental group was higher than the mean score (6.15) of pre-experimental group. It illustrate that experiential learning of students’ achievement is significantly improved than traditional learning and results of the study supported the findings of the studies reported by Arcavi (2003) that experiential learning had significant effect on the increasing students’ conceptual knowledge and achievement.

On the basis of findings of post-test score, the t-value (2.269) rejected null hypothesis and t-value showed that there was significant difference between the mean scores of pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. Therefore, the mean score (5.25) of post-experimental group was higher than the mean score (4.45) of pre-experimental group. It illustrate that experiential learning of students’ achievement is significantly improved than traditional learning.

On the basis of findings of post-test score, the t-value (0.971) accepted null hypothesis and t-value showed that there was no significant difference between the mean scores of pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. Though, the mean score (2.6) of post-experimental group was higher than the mean score (2.3) of pre-experimental group. It depicts that in post-test results, mean and SD shows that both the female and male students of experimental groups were slightly different after treatment but not significantly. It means that there was no significance difference between the mean score of male students and female students of pre-experimental and post-test experimental groups in multiplication.

On the basis of findings of post-test score, the t-value (0.690) accepted null hypothesis and t-
value showed that there was no significant difference between the mean scores of pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. Though, the mean score (3.4) of post-experimental group was lesser than the mean score (3.65) of pre-experimental group. It depicts that in post-test results, mean and SD shows that both the female and male students of experimental groups were not significant different after treatment. It means that there was no significance difference between the mean score of male students and female students of pre-experimental and post-test experimental groups in division.

On the basis of findings of pre-experimental and post-experimental score, the t-value (5.375) rejected null hypothesis and t-value showed that there was a significant difference between the mean scores of pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. Therefore, the mean score (29.15) of post-experimental group was higher than the mean score (22.9) of pre-experimental group. On the basis of pre-test and post-test results, mean and SD showed the significant difference between pre-experimental and post-experimental groups. The table value shows that the experiential learning is significantly better than traditional learning. It means that there was significant effect of Bar Model Visualization Technique on student's mathematical word problem solving skills. Osman et al. (2018) urged that it improves pupils' understanding regarding problem-solving and help to visualize and resolve problems.

Conclusions
- The results of the study show that Bar Model Visualization Technique had significant effect on addition word problem solving skills.
- The results of the study show that Bar Model Visualization Technique had significant effect on subtraction word problem solving skills.
- The results of the study also show that Bar Model Visualization Technique had no significant effect on multiplication and division word problem solving skills.
- It was concluded that the current traditional methods of teaching were neither according to the needs of our society nor according to the needs of the learners.
- It was also concluded that with visualization technique the learners had better understanding of word problem question and they participate in the activities.

Recommendations
- It was concluded from the results that the traditional way of teaching has no effect on Mathematical word problem solving skills and the learner cannot take interest in the subject. Hence it is recommended that teachers should stop traditional methods to teach mathematics and government should arranged teacher training with visualization technique.
- It is recommended that government should introduce the Bar Model Visualization Technique in the textbook of Mathematics.
- It is recommended that teachers should use visualization technique in Mathematics as well as in Science for better understanding of problem and teacher should motivate the learner to participate in the activities.
- It was concluded that the concepts of Bar Model Visualization Technique have significant effect on addition word problems and subtraction word problems but it has not significant effect on multiplication word problems neither division word problems. However, it is recommended that the Bar Model Visualization Technique should not just use for addition and subtraction but for all basic operation like multiplication, division and fraction.
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